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Trundle Central School 
Newsletter  A school that provides a 

professional, stimulating and 
challenging learning 

environment 

Principal 
Mr John Southon 

 

Head Teacher Secondary 
Mr Gerry Capell 

 

Assistant Principal 
Mrs Fiona Sanderson 

Reminders 
 
Thursday 2/7/20 
Secondary Welfare Lunch 
 
Friday 3/7/20 
Cookie Day  
 
9/10 Ag excursion  
 
Last day of school  
Friday 3rd July 2020 
 
Students return 
Tuesday 21st July 2020 
 
 

!!!!SCHOOL PHOTOS  
21st July 2020!!!! 

 
When ordering school 
photographs online, 

please use the following 
code.  

 
PXP WMT QQK 

 
(the code on the 

envelopes is missing a K) 

P&C 
President 

Vacant 
 

Secretary 
Vacant 

 

Treasurer 
Vacant 

Year 8 Science class had lots of fun last week as they were testing the 

electrostatic forces using Van de Graaff generator. 
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Principal’s 

Message 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
This week is Secondary Welfare lunch Thursday, 

Friday is Cookie Day for K-12 and 9/10 

Agriculture is visiting Aveyard’s farm to learn 

about sheep handling. Our school is starting to 

return to a degree of normality in relation to 

school excursions. The Department of Education 

recently announced that local excursions can re-

commence. This school will be taking advantage of 

this relaxing of restrictions. I am a great believer in 

teach, model the skill and observe students 

performing the skill. Therefore in areas such as 

Agriculture, Geography, History etc, field work is 

essential. 

 

I cancelled our senior excursion to Melbourne 

that was scheduled for very early Term 3 at the 

start of the COVID-19 emergency. The reason 

this occurred is, I realise many families would have 

struggled to cover the cost of this excursion 

without having to make sacrifices in other areas. 

Early notice allows them to return to a normal 

spending pattern. Melbourne now has a spike in 

cases again so it appears my decision is justified 
and the excursion could not have gone ahead. The 

decision making process involved comprehensive 

research into virus spread behaviours, risk 

analysing and matching this to a demographic 

study of the areas of Melbourne our students 

would have been attending. That is one theory, 

the other is, I had a gut feeling and went with it.  

 

Last week two schools in Sydney were closed 

temporarily because of an active case of COVID-

19. If cases in NSW increase, I sincerely and 

passionately hope schools do not return to a 

blanket ‘work from home model’ across the whole 

state. The COVID-19 work from home time 

clearly highlighted inequities in terms of access to 

technology not only within the state but within 

this school. It is unacceptable that a wealthy 

country such as Australia cannot provide adequate 

access to the internet to all, or universal access to 

health services. I personally find it disgraceful that 

country people have to almost beg to have access 

to basic services people in large urban areas take 

for granted. However, in many ways we deserve 

it, because at times I feel a lone voice in saying it is 

not good enough. Indeed, last week a person took 

time away from his PhD studies in human 

compassion to tell me, if I do not like what is in 

the country, I should move. Being a master of the 

English language, there were other more colourful 

words in the conversation. I love living in the 

country but I think I need to fight to improve 

services, as I do not believe it is good enough. My 

home town of Moree had more local access to 

services in 1970 than it does now and I suspect 

this is the same for Trundle. For example, the 
visiting dental service was taken from this school. 

Not an acceptable situation. 

 

One aspect we can control, is the amount and 

quality of devices available to students at this 

school. The school has just leased another 20 

iPads for use in Primary. This will allow primary 

students to have the best technology available for 

schools. I have also taken delivery of some 

additional laptops and internet dongles for the use 

of Year 12 students. This, I hope, will make the 

playing field more level in terms of access to 

online resources for our students. 

 

The school is currently replacing our front and 

eventually the Croft Street side fence. This has 

been made possible by the talents of Mr Richard 

Grady and our School to Work students. The 

materials are only part of a project this size, so 

having these people available has allowed the 

project to happen. Six years ago I do not think the 

physical environment of this school reflected the 

attitude and ethos I wanted to instil in our 

students. The fence was a glaring example of an 

‘it’s good enough mentality’, which I despise.  It 

may be good enough but it is not the best we can 

achieve, so it is not good enough. Two ABBA 

festivals ago I overheard a shop owner stating to a 

tourist who wanted a particular product which 

was not available: ‘What do you expect, it is 
Trundle’. That very statement is part of the 

problem because it is an indication of a thought 

process.  

 

Last week, some primary age students received 

new shoes. This is possible because of our links 
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links with Thread Together. We still have some 

shoes available for those students that have missed 

out. I am trying to obtain some warm PJ’s and 

sheets from another link I have in Sydney. By 

providing these items, I am in no way saying 

families cannot provide for their children. If I have 

the contacts to make life a little bit easier for my 

families, I feel I have a moral responsibility to do 

so. Last year, I received considerable criticism 

from a few people for not sharing with other 

schools. This is not correct because we did share 

with other public schools. I always feel it is my 

responsibility to put my students first. Other 

schools can make the phone calls and write the 

letters I regularly do.    
  

School attendance is noticeably down since we 

have returned to face-to- face teaching. Our 

attendance is usually excellent, over 92% but we 

currently have 20 students who are attending 

school less than 85% of the time. The Education 

Act clearly states, students should attend school 

every day the school is operational and for whole 

days. I am particularly disappointed with Stage 6 

students (Yr11/12) who are not maintaining a high 

standard of attendance. If evidence shows a 

student in Years 11/12 is not maintaining adequate 

attendance and effort, is over 17 years of age and 

despite encouragement is not attending school, I 

will have no hesitation in removing them from this 

school. It is simple. The HSC is earnt and 

cherished, not given to those that do not deserve 

the credential.  

 

The COVID-19 guidelines are still in place. One of 

my biggest fears, besides phone companies telling 

me my call is important for the 12th time is, that 

the Year 12 Graduation will be cancelled this year. 

I did not attend my graduation as I completed the 

HSC through Distance Education, whilst working. I 

have often regretted not having the memory of a 

graduation. If we cannot have the traditional 

dinner, I feel we need to have a plan B, as this is an 

important life marker for our students. 

 
The shop will be opening on the 30th of June. The 

challenge for us as a community is to support the 

shop and encourage visitors to do so as well. We 

should also remember that this is essentially a 

corner store and it is not possible for every 

person who wants a job to be employed. Also a 

transition time will be required for the new 

owners to determine the best opening hours and 

stock on the shelves. Just like your grandmother 

telling you what school was like when she was 

young, it takes time. 

 

It is common for young people to receive 

negatives and some do deserve it. However, this 

school is blessed with some outstanding 

individuals. The young men that have been working 

on the front fence have been amazing in difficult 

cold conditions. Every opportunity I have, I 

mention to employers that we have outstanding 

young people in this school. Hopefully, when 

apprenticeships or other opportunities happen, 

our students are in their thought processes.   
 

Community Services and Police can visit schools to 

interview students. I am absolutely not a fan of 

this, because I believe it undermines the trust 

students and families have in the school, through 

something that is outside our control. However, I 

am powerless to stop this process and must 

comply with these requests. If your child has been 

involved in one of these interviews and you do not 

agree with the process, please complain to the 

agency that established the interview, as the school 

is just complying with guidelines.  

 

The school term ends on Friday 3rd July. Students 

return on Tuesday 21 July. 

 

John Southon 

Principal  

 

Pictured new shop owners with Mr Southon.  
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Ajax’s  

Weekly Woof 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Woof Woof Awards:  
500 happy barks to the Parkes Shire Council for 

quickly fixing our water meter when it started to 

leak on Friday.  

 

5000 happy barks to our School to Work students 

for their hard work on the new fence. Great 

examples of public education.  

 

500 happy barks to the students during our 

lockdown drill last week. We need to practice 

these things, just in case! 

 

500 happy barks to Parkes Shire Council for re-

introducing the Responsible Pet Owners program. It is 

a true honour to own a dog. I hope I can one day. 

 

5000 happy barks to our high school students for 
the way they are embracing the reading program. 

 

5000 happy barks to our new shop. Hopefully the 

new normal is, new shops and people coming to 

Trundle. Our lifestyle is Australia’s best kept secret. 

Why? 

 

500 angry growls to Southo. He does not let me 

come to school after rain. He believes his carpets 

are more important than the services of a highly 

trained ‘Pets as Therapy’ dog. 

 

5000 angry growls to COVID-19 for not going 

away. Everybody has had enough, time to go little 

virus, we are washing our hands! 

 

5000 angry growls to people who are offended 

about everything but cannot see their own 

behaviour.  

 

Last week, I overheard a person saying that it has 

been a dog of a year. In the new tradition of people 

taking offence to everything, I am offended. We 

need to take out all references to animals because  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

it is offensive. 
Examples include: 

• The cats got your tongue 

• Blind as mice 

• Charges like a wounded bull 

These are just a few examples of what needs to be 

removed. I AM OFFENDED AND LOUD. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bark with laughter with 

Ajax: 
 

Why did the teacher wear 
sunglasses? 

Because his class was so bright! 

Even Ajax 

has to 

protect his 

eyes during 

the sunny 

days.  
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Primary  

Term 2  Week 10 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Students of the Week 
 
K/1/2 - Gabriella Stevenson  

3/4 - Josh Charlton 

5/6 - MacKenzie Smith  

Mrs Sanderson - Annabelle Cotter 

Sportspersons - Meila Jones, 

Jessica Morgan, Rivah Stevenson,  

Austin Randall. 

 

Another brilliant week in Primary;  

 

Year 3/4 and 5/6 were involved in two video 

conferences. The first one they participated in was 

a cyber-safety lesson. This was part of the Keeping 

Kids Safe initiative run by the Daniel Morcombe 

Foundation. The Daniel Morcombe Foundation has 

produced the Keeping Kids Safe resource to 

support students Recognise, React and Report when 

they feel unsafe. Developing an understanding of 

respectful relationships is also a key learning area 

within the resource. Keeping Kids Safe is age and 

developmentally appropriate and contains short 

video vignettes to promote classroom discussion 

and completion of in-class activity sheets.  

 

Year 3/4 and 5/6 also participated in a live video 
conference allowing students engage directly with 

educators and curators at the Sydney Living 

Museum. This video conference provided activities 

linked to History, Literacy, and Creative Arts. The 

students looked at some convict love tokens with 

the curator and found out the stories of the 

convicts who made them – one is from a female 

convict which is very rare. Convict love tokens 

gave them a personal perspective – that of the 

convict. They are hand-made, and were passed 

from one person to another during a time of 

sadness. Love tokens represent the heartbreak of 

being separated from family and friends. Finally, the 

students made one themselves. 

 

K-2 are preparing for a fantastic final week and a 

100th day of school celebration on Friday. They 

spent the week revising mathematical concepts, 

writing narratives and exploring music with musical 

instruments. 

Stay tuned for a 

Virtual Assembly 

this week. 
 

      

K/1/2 Homework  
 

There will be no homework this week in K-2, could 

the students please return their library books and 

homework plastic envelopes. 

Thank you. 

Ms Downes 

 

100th day of learning  

On Friday 3rd July, K/1/2 will be 
celebrating 100 days of learning 

with a class party! 
 

The children will be supplied with some 
snacks and a popper.  

 
(Please can you let the school know if 
you don’t want your child to have 
these treats) 
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Secondary  
 

 

 

 

 

 

Welcome to the last week of a very interesting 

term. Our reports are being completed over the 

holidays and you should receive them early next 

term. This means that our Semester 2 reports 

should be back to normal as we are anticipating no 

unexpected breaks in this time. As mentioned 

before the reports will be different to what you 

usually receive due to the 10 weeks we were away 

from school and these will focus on your child 

progress against their potential based heavily upon 

teacher student interactions rather then numerical 

marking of assessments. 

 

Year 12 are heading towards their last school 

holiday ever! This is a major milestone. Year 12 
students have roughly 8 weeks till their trial HSC 

Examinations, and they still have some assessment 

tasks due before then. If your child needs extra 

support during these last 13 weeks of the 

Secondary education please do not hesitate to 

contact me and discuss this. 

 

On Thursday we will be having our first 

Reward Lunch and mufti day for our students 

on the correct welfare level. Miss Rowlands 

will be notifying students of what levels they 

are on for that day. Well done to all students 

on the correct level and thanks to Miss 

Rowlands for her organisation of our Reward 

levels and the rewards! 

 

On Friday our enthusiastic 9/10 Agriculture 

class will be visiting “Plevna” merino stud for 

some practical work in the morning. Thanks 

to Mr Aveyard for his support of our 

program and to Miss Price for her 

organisation, enthusiasm and supervision of 

this excursion.  

 

This term has without doubt been one of the 

strangest and possibly stressful terms I have 

seen in a very long time of teaching. The 

students have been excellent on their 

adaption of different styles of education 

delivery as well as extra hygiene protocols 
and social distancing. The students have not 

had any of their regular social evenings during 

this time. Friday we will have a slightly more 

relaxed day then usual. Periods 1&2 will be as 

normal with Period 3&4 being a substitute social 

evening for 7-10 for Terms 1 and 2. Interest 

electives will be as normal Period 5.  

 

As always if you have any questions in regards to 

secondary matters please contact me at school. 

 

Have a great week 

 

Gerry Capell 

Head Teacher Secondary Studies 

 
Secondary Sportspersons of the Week 
Jason Lowe, Max Longhurst, Blair MacDonald, 

Paddy Williams 

 

 

 

 

Secondary Welfare levels 

Congratulations to the following students who have received the 

correct amount of pink slips to move to a higher level. All students 

start at Level 3 each semester. Each level has rewards with 

Level 6 being the highest. 

Level 6 (75+ 

pink slips) 

  

Level 5c (60+ 

pink slips) 

  

Level 5b (45+ 

pink slips) 

  

Level 5a (30+ 

pink slips) 

Year 7 – Alice, Kayden, Corey, Cooper, Ella, 

Max, Dani, Jack, Daniel, Narella 

Year 8 – Charlie, Maggie, Harry, Sam, Jason, 

Hannah, Blair, Kiera, Paddy 

Year 9 – Ryan, Grace, Xander, Mya, Casey, 

Alex, Aliethea, Jordan 

Year 10 – Will C, Jennet, Jamie, Lionel, Will L, 

Jason, William T 

Year 11 – Anthony, Matthew, Dylan, Hamish, 

Jaxson, Nick 

Year 12 – Ella, Monique, Robert, Willa, Ryan 

Level 4 (15+ 

pink slips) 

Year 7 – Nick 

Year 8 – Jake, Zac, Jim, Brad 

Year 9 – Harrison 

Year 10 – Aidan 

Year 12 – Codie 
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Year 9/10 Food Technology  
Designed and produced a healthy meal for a 

teenager. 

Year 8 Maths  
Converting fractions to decimals and 

percentages using hands on activities. 

Year 7 Geography  
Using Cruskits and shaving cream to learn 

about movement of tectonic plates.  
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Secondary Assessments & Homework  

All assessments must be submitted to the teacher before 8:55am on the due date. 
Penalties will apply after this time. 

YEAR 9/10 SUBJECT DATE GIVEN DATE DUE 
In Class or   
At Home 

TOPIC 

Agriculture 1st June 24th of July 

At Home 
Sheep 

Production: 
Design a 
Feedlot 

PDHPE 22nd June 28th July 

In Class 

At Home 

Active Leaders 

YEAR 8 SUBJECT DATE GIVEN DATE DUE 

In Class or   
At Home 

TOPIC 

          

          

          

YEAR 7 SUBJECT DATE GIVEN DATE DUE 
In Class or   
At Home 

TOPIC 

PDHPE 22nd June 7th August 
In Class 

At home 

Eating 
Disorders 
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from our Library  -  Week 10 

Students from Year 3 to Year 10 have started the Renaissance reading program this term. 

  

Students select a book that is appropriate to their reading level from the library and each English 

lesson they read for a set amount of time. 

 

 This program has had great success increasing student reading fluency and comprehension.   
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Next term on Friday the 31st July, our SRC are hosting a crazy day. 

Students can wear crazy socks, crazy hair AND/OR a crazy hat!! 
We will have a disco at lunch time and will sell some crazy snacks 
which will range between 50c and $2. There will be more 

information to come in Term 3. We hope you all have a happy and 
safe holiday from all of the students in the SRC. 
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Trundle Central School  

P&C Inc.  
 

Invites you to attend our  
 

AGM 
 

 

When:  Wednesday 22nd July 2020 

Where:  School Library 

Time:  3.30pm 

 
Please fill in the nomination form and return to the office if you are 

interested in applying for a position on the P&C. 
 

We hope to see you there! 
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Vouchers from Pambula Rotary Club 
 

All vouchers that were issued from the Pambula Rotary Club 

need to be presented at the Trundle Newsagency before 

30th June 2020. 
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Parkes Shire Library Virtual School Holiday 
Activities 
  
Due to COVID-19 restrictions for libraries, our 

school holiday activities will be available on 

Facebook. Call into the library to collect your 

holiday activity pack so you can join in the 

fun. Parkes Shire Library Facebook 

Painting with Scissors: Explore the world of the 

artist Henri Matisse and create an art-work using 

his techniques. 

Make your own pet horse: Learn some 

interesting facts about horses then use the 

template to decorate your own pet horse. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Trundle Sports Award Nomination 
 
 

Each month we ask for nominations for the Trundle Sports Awards.  
 
Name/Group: 
Sport/Activity:  

  Why (just a few words):  
 
 
Awards will be presented at the Australia Day Event in January.  
 
 
To nominate or keep up to-date on Trundle Sports Council information email 
trundlesportscouncil@hotmail.com or contact Adam Hall, Danielle Ward or Briony Ferguson.  
 
 
We will be posting information about upcoming meetings and nominations to the Trundle 
Boomers Rugby League Club Facebook page and via email.  

mailto:trundle-c.school@det.nsw.edu.au
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Trundle Chemist now open 

 
We would love to welcome the Trundle Chemist to its 

original premises at 61 Forbes Street. 

 

Please come in and say hello. 
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